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1. Introduction 
 
The Alliance of Technology Transfer Professionals (ATTP) was created in 2010 by number of 
Technology Transfer Associations to provide professional recognition for technology transfer 
professionals.  ATTP is structured as a not-for-profit organisation registered in the United Kingdom.  
 
ATTP has established criteria whereby a Technology Transfer Professional can become a 
“Registered Technology Transfer Professional” (RTTP).   The criteria include attending Recognised 
technology transfer training events amounting to 60 Continuing Education (CE) points.   
 
This document sets out the criteria and process by which organisations can apply to have their 
training events Recognised by ATTP and thus award CE points that an individual can include on 
their application for RTTP status.  ATTP has created a Course Recognition Committee (CRC) to 
manage this process. 
 
The types of training events that are currently assessed for Recognition are: 
• Courses, 
• Conferences, and 
• Webinars. 
 
2. Principles of Recognition by ATTP 
 
The purpose of the Recognition process is to provide professional judgment as to the quality of the 
training events offered, their suitability for technology transfer professionals and to encourage their 
continual improvement.  
 
The fundamental principles and criteria for ATTP Recognition are: 
• To provide training events that are educationally sound, up-to-date, of high quality and 

demonstrably effective; 
• To engage experienced technology transfer/knowledge transfer practitioners in the design 

and delivery and evaluation of training events; 
• To demonstrate the ultimate benefit of training events through satisfied participants and 

comprehensive evaluation processes; 
• To ensure proper and ethical administration of all evaluation and financial aspects relating to 

the training events; 
• To embrace voluntary self-regulation, which is inherent in the recognition process; 
• To demonstrate commitment to the people served by the organisation and training events; 
• To promote training events of the highest quality and integrity; and 
• To maintain fair, ethical and clearly stated advertising and enrolment practices by accurately 

and fairly representing the organisation and its training events to all people.  
 
3. Course Recognition 
 

3.1 Types of training courses 
 
Training courses must be of direct relevance to technology transfer/knowledge transfer. 
Courses may include ongoing and one-time courses, masterclasses and custom courses 
typically of limited duration and in a face-to-face format. 
 
Degree and diploma programmes are excluded. 
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3.2 Points awarded for courses 
 
CE points are typically allocated at one point per hour of training time, excluding breaks. 
Typically this means that one day of training is the equivalent of six or seven CE points.  
 
However, there are exceptions as follows: 
• The maximum number of points that can be awarded per course is 20, regardless of 

actual duration.  This is because courses provide an opportunity for participants to 
network, build their community, show their investment in their personal development, 
and take what they have learned back into the workplace before going on another 
course.  It is therefore important that RTTP applicants are exposed to a number of 
courses over a reasonable time frame and thus the maximum number of points per 
course is restricted.  

• Certain criteria against which courses are reviewed are mandatory for courses longer 
than one day, but not mandatory for courses of one day or less.  Should a course be 
longer than one day in duration, but not fulfill these specific criteria, they will be 
reviewed as if they are a one-day course, and the maximum points awarded (if they 
fulfill all other criteria) will be seven. 

 
3.3 Criteria for Recognition of courses 
 
The mandatory and preferred criterion for courses of different durations are given in Table 1 
below, with an explanation of the criterion following.  A one-day course is typically seven 
hours of contact time or less. 
 
Table 1: Criterion used in reviewing a course for Recognition 
 
Criterion ≤ 	  1 day course > 1 day course 
a) Competent administration mandatory mandatory 
b) Diversity of trainers preferred mandatory* 
c) Information is current and relevant mandatory mandatory 
d) Overall course designed by tech transfer 

professionals 
mandatory mandatory 

e) Delegate feedback form mandatory mandatory 
f) Opportunity for informal networking preferred mandatory* 
g) Some local expert content preferred mandatory* 
h) Diversity of formats preferred preferred 
i) Diversity of participants preferred preferred 
j) Trainers with international perspective preferred preferred 
k) Trainers are leading technology transfer 

professionals 
preferred preferred 

* Should a course that is greater than one day not fulfill these mandatory criteria, it will 
be reviewed as a one-day course and will only be awarded CE points as if it is a one-
day course. 

 
a) Competent administration 
This is mandatory for all courses.  Timely and accurate information should be provided to 
participants. 
 
b) Diversity of trainers 
While it is not mandatory to have more than one trainer for a one-day course, it is preferred 
to ensure that participants get a broader viewpoint.  For a course that is greater than one 
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day, it is mandatory to have more than one trainer.  Should a course that is greater than one 
day only have one trainer, it can only be awarded points as if it is a one-day course. 
 
The use of more than one trainer should be more than a token, however.  For example, a 
three-day course with only one or two hours given by another trainer would be considered as 
a one-trainer course.  While the CRC will use their judgment for any particular course, a ratio 
of training time of more than 70:30 in favour of one trainer would not be considered 
positively.  
 
c) Information is current and relevant 
This is mandatory for all courses.  Training material presented must be appropriate and the 
latest thinking on specific topics should be presented. 
 
d) Overall course designed by tech transfer professionals  
This is mandatory for all courses.  While the content may be specialised, for example, on 
legal issues, the overall course should be designed by technology transfer professionals.  
This does not, at present, mean the designers should be registered professionals (i.e. 
RTTP), although that is preferred, but they should be senior practitioners in the field, or have 
been practitioners until recently.  
 
e) Delegate feedback form and evaluation 
This is mandatory for all courses.  The feedback must include questions on quality, relevance 
and learning for each session within a course, which should be sent back to ATTP for the 
first course run subsequent to Recognition.  ATTP reserves the right to request a feedback 
summary at any point.  Should there be poor feedback (less than 3.5/5 on a 5 point scale) 
ATTP reserves the right to investigate and, where necessary, review the points awarded. 
ATTP reserves the right to approach delegates directly to gauge feedback and satisfaction. 
 
f) Opportunity for informal networking 
This is mandatory for longer courses and preferred for one-day courses.  Networking and 
meeting other practitioners is key to professional development. 
 
g) Inclusion of local expert content 
This is preferred for short courses (one day or less) specifically where the nature of the topic 
dictates that local content should be included. It is mandatory for longer courses. The CRC 
would question courses where a specific model or way of thinking from one region is 
presented as the only option in a completely different context.  This will also ensure the 
development of local practitioners and a general increase in technology transfer capacity in 
the region. 
 
Should a course that is greater than one day not include any local expert content, it can only 
be awarded points as if it is a one-day course. 
 
h) Diversity of formats 
A diversity of formats (presentations, exercises, case studies, etc.) is preferred to 
accommodate various learning styles. 
 
i) Diversity of participants 
It is preferred that participants are drawn from different backgrounds and different institutions 
to ensure a variety of viewpoints and lively discussion.  This may not always be possible for 
custom courses. 
 
j) Trainers with international perspective 
This is preferred to ensure that participants are exposed to viewpoints from across the globe 
rather than a narrow focus on only one region.  Even if the trainers are from one region, their 
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understanding of global technology transfer practices can bring richness to the training that 
may otherwise be lacking. 
 
k) Trainers are leading technology transfer professionals 
For specialised topics, the trainers may not be technology transfer professionals but must be 
experts in their field (e.g. a lawyer for a legal topic).  However, it is preferred that the lead 
trainer(s), at least, can provide a technology transfer context to the training.  This does not, at 
present, mean the trainers should be registered professionals (i.e. RTTP), although that is 
preferred, but they should be senior practitioners in the field, or have been practitioners until 
recently. 
 
3.4 Course Recognition process 
 
The Course Recognition Committee will review courses that wish to be Recognised as 
providing CE points.  The figure below shows the types of review required for various stages.  
The type of review depends on: 
• Whether the association has already had a course recognised; 
• Whether the course is a new course or a modification of an existing course; 
• The extent of the modifications done to a previously recognised course. 
 

 
 

3.4.1 Site visit 
 
In order to check the quality of the course from administration to presentation, ATTP 
would prefer to undertake a site visit to the first course recognition requested.  While 
this may not always be possible, ATTP reserves the right to undertake a site visit of the 
courses requesting Recognition. 
 
The site visit will be made by a Registered Technology Transfer Professional who will 
provide feedback to the CRC on the course or part of the course. 
 
The site visit for any course in a language other than English must be conducted by a 
Route 3 RTTP proficient in that language who has attended at least two courses by 
other member associations.   
 
The direct costs of the site visit will be borne by the association. 
  

First	  course	  
requesLng	  
RecogniLon	  

New	  associaLon	   Full	  review	  of	  
course	   Site	  visit	  

Significant	  changes	  
(>25%)	  to	  learning	  

objecLves	  of	  
previously	  

Recognized	  course	  

AssociaLon	  has	  at	  
least	  one	  course	  
Recognised	  	  

New	  course	  
proposed	  by	  
associaLon	  

Full	  review	  of	  
course	  

Course	  will	  offer	  
more	  points	  than	  
Recognised	  course	  

Course	  has	  been	  
Recognised	  

Learning	  objecLves	  
the	  same	  as	  

Recognised	  course	  

Summary	  
page	  of	  
changes	  

ReducLon	  in	  points	  
or	  change	  of	  course	  
Ltle	  or	  module	  

Course	  has	  been	  
Recognised	  

Learning	  objecLves	  
the	  same	  as	  

Recognised	  course	  

No	  
requirement	  
for	  review	  
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3.4.2 Full review of course 
 
Once an association has at least one course Recognised, the site visit for subsequent 
courses will be waived.  However, there will be a full review of the course materials for 
all new courses or for courses where the learning objectives for a course have changed 
significantly. 
 
Supporting documentation that must be provided for review are: 
• Completed application form 
• Detailed learning objectives for the course – these must define what the “take-

aways” are for the participants 
• The course programme (giving start and end time, amount of time spent on each 

section/part) 
• Resumés of trainers 
• Course materials.  If it is not possible to provide these in English then a detailed 

summary of the materials must be provided 
 
3.4.3 Summary page of changes 
 
If a course has been Recognised and the learning objectives are not changing 
significantly, a full review of materials will not be required.  However, if the course 
duration (and therefore points awarded) are increasing, a summary page of changes 
must be provided to the CRC for review. ATTP reserves the right to ask for additional 
information relating to the new course content. 
 
3.4.4 No requirement for review 
 
If a course has been Recognised and the learning objectives are not changing 
significantly, no review is required where the duration (and therefore points) is 
decreasing, or for minor changes such as changes to the course title.  However, the 
course details must be provided to the CRC to ensure the course is captured on the list 
of Recognised courses. 
 

3.5 Application for Recognition 
 
The form entitled “Application for Course Recognition” must be completed and sent, with 
supporting documentation, to the ATTP Secretariat office@attp.info 
 
The ATTP Secretariat will send the documentation to the Chair of the CRC.  The CRC will 
consider the documentation and will provide feedback to the association within one month of 
application, assuming all documentation is complete and no site visit is required. 
 
The figure below provides a summary of the application process. 
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3.6 Timing of awarding of CE points 
 
It is the responsibility of the provider to submit their application well in advance of their 
course being advertised and run. Where associations have at least one course Recognised 
by ATTP a new course may be advertised as “points pending” providing that the 
application has been or will be submitted to ATTP at least 2 weeks prior to the course 
being delivered.  Note that if the CRC does not approve the course then the points may not 
be awarded.  Note also that no past events will be Recognised if the application has not been 
received before the course is run. 
 
The figure below gives a summary of the timing of awarding of CE points. 
 

 
 
3.7 Records of attendance 
 
• All providers must keep records of delegate attendance for the duration of each course 

that carries CE points. 

On	  confirmaLon	  of	  receipt	  of	  payment	  by	  ATTP	  (where	  applicable)	  course	  provider	  may	  
state	  that	  the	  course	  will	  offer	  ATTP	  CE	  points.	  

Invoice	  will	  be	  issued	  if	  applicable.	  

If	  course	  meets	  standards,	  CE	  points	  will	  be	  awarded.	  If	  no	  fee	  applicable	  provider	  may	  
state	  that	  the	  course	  will	  offer	  ATTP	  CE	  points.	  

Site	  visit	  (as	  appropriate).	  

Course	  will	  be	  reviewed	  within	  one	  month	  against	  required	  standards.	  

Send	  to	  ATTP	  Office.	  

Fill	  in	  applicaLon	  form	  and	  a[ach	  relevant	  informaLon.	  

Course	  will	  only	  
be	  adverLsed	  
and	  run	  a\er	  
points	  awarded	  

Process	  followed	  as	  
normal	  

Course	  will	  be	  
adverLsed	  and/
or	  run	  before	  
points	  awarded	  

Only	  possible	  for	  
service	  providers	  
who	  have	  at	  least	  

one	  course	  
Recgonised	  

Can	  be	  adverLsed	  as	  
"points	  pending"	  

Points	  confirmed	  
a\erwards,	  if	  
awarded	  
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• Certificates must be awarded to attendees on conclusion of the course and should 
indicate the CE points so that when RTTP status is applied for, the number of CE 
points awarded is obvious. 

• ATTP will supply the branding needed to appear on those certificates. 
• Provider must send to ATTP a list of those delegates (names and contact details) to 

whom it has awarded CE certificates, within 2 weeks of course completion. 
 
3.8 Feedback required 
 
The feedback forms used with the course participants must include questions on quality, 
relevance and learning for each session within a course. Feedback forms and a summary 
evaluation should be sent back to ATTP within 2 weeks of course completion, for the first 
course run subsequent to Recognition.  ATTP reserves the right to request a feedback 
summary at any point for any course bearing CE points.  Should there be poor feedback 
(less than 3.5/5 on a 5 point scale) ATTP reserves the right to investigate and, where 
necessary, review the points awarded. ATTP reserves the right to seek direct feedback on 
CE bearing courses from delegates. 
 
3.9 Recognition duration 
 
Recognition for repeat courses (i.e. those that have been Recognised by ATTP) is for an 
initial period of 3 years from 1 January 2015.  After three years, the CRC reserves the right to 
ask for feedback evaluation and documentation and to re-review if necessary. 
 

4. Conference Recognition 
 
4.1 Types of association conferences Recognised 
 
Recognised conferences are expected to: 
• Be a national or annual conference, not a regional conference or workshop.  The 

exception to this is for larger associations where a regional conference will still attract a 
large number of diverse delegates. 

• Of general interest and not narrowly focussed on local laws or specific regional 
schemes. 

• Attract a diversity of delegates. 
 
4.2 Criteria 
 
The expectations and characteristics of an ‘acceptable’ conference for Recognition are: 
• Includes technology transfer presentation and discussions; 
• The facilitators and speakers are leading technology transfer practitioners; 
• There are a range of speakers; 
• There is some breadth and depth in topics and discussions; 
• It is currently relevant; 
• There are some training aspects to the conference; and 
• It must include some networking aspects. 
 
4.3 Review process for member association conferences 
 
All member associations must provide the previous years annual conference programme to 
the CRC when joining ATTP.  The CRC will review the programme and provide an 
assessment for the ongoing awarding of CE points. 
 
For subsequent conferences of the same type, quality and duration, the conference can 
automatically carry the same CE points. 
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4.4 Points per conference (excluding separate training events) 
 
The maximum number of CE points per conference is 10 points.  If a conference is shorter 
than 10 hours, this number will be lower. 

 
5. Webinar Recognition 

 
Webinars are considered a valuable form of training and may be awarded CE points at the 
rate of one point per hour provided the following criteria are met: 
• The webinar is run by an association that has already had at least one course 

approved; 
• Attendance must be able to be confirmed i.e. there must be a registration process and 

a way of confirming that the registrant actually attends – this maybe a letter from a 
supervisor; 

• The webinar covers a technology transfer-related topic; 
• The webinar is not just a “discussion group” - it must actually provide some training in 

the form of a presentation or lecture. 
 
Materials that must be provided for review of a webinar are: 
• Description of webinar 
• Resumés of trainers 
• Course materials or outline training content.  
 
The maximum number of points that can be claimed towards RTTP for webinars is five 
points. 
 

6. Fees 
 
All associations joining ATTP are entitled to the following: 
• Recognition of four training courses excluding any travel costs for assessors to undertake a 

site visit if required; 
• Recognition of annual meeting or conference; 
• Free recognition of up to two webinars. 
• Assessment of subsequent courses at the prevailing rate - currently this is $30/point for one-

time courses and $75/event for repeating courses; 
 
Note the following: 
• The first four training courses that are assessed can be one-time courses or repeating 

courses. 
• Should the association pay the fee for a one-time course (at $30/point) and decide 

afterwards to run this course again, the fee difference of $45/point must be paid. 
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7. Summary of Points that can be awarded 
 

 

Courses	  
1	  point	  per	  1	  hour	  

of	  training	  
(excluding	  breaks)	  

Maximum	  20	  
points	  per	  course	  

Maximum	  7	  
points	  per	  course	  
if	  one	  trainer	  or	  
no	  local	  content	  

Conferences	  
1	  point	  per	  1	  hour	  
of	  conference	  

sessions	  
(excluding	  breaks)	  

Maximum	  10	  
points	  per	  
conference	  

Maximum	  30	  
points	  can	  be	  
claimed	  from	  
conferences	  

Webinars	   1	  point	  per	  1	  hour	  
of	  webinar	  

Maximum	  5	  
points	  can	  be	  
claimed	  from	  
webinars	  


